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take the hours, minutes, seconds, and decimal and then times it with another time, and it has to show time in a four digit
format as the days, months, years, seconds, and the decimal is in a separate box with the radix below it. It has to then be
returned as "The broken clock reads 4:15." The problem is that my four digit format needs to be formatted. Example:

4:20:15.0 This is the code I have so far. double hours, minutes, seconds; double decimal; Console.WriteLine("The broken
clock reads " + display + "."); decimal = hours * 60 * 60 + minutes * 60 + seconds + decimal; Console.WriteLine("The

number is: " + decimal); decimal = hours + decimal; decimal = minutes + decimal; decimal = seconds + decimal; decimal
= decimal + decimal; decimal = decimal + decimal; decimal = decimal + decimal; decimal = decimal + decimal; decimal

= decimal + decimal; decimal = decimal + decimal; decimal = decimal + decimal; 3da54e8ca3
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